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Questionnaire Template/Phone Script
Questionnaire Template/Phone Script
Save this form to your own computer before you enter the information, and then be sure to save the file when you're finished.
Save this form to your own computer before you enter the information, and then be sure to save the file when you're finished.
[Directions: Insert information for our COIN Collaborations into the following template. Fill in our agency name and representative where indicated.]
[Directions: Insert information for our COIN Collaborations into the following template. Fill in our agency name and representative where indicated.]
We are currently working in the community to identify and research at-risk populations to improve day-to-day communications and to be prepared to reach them in an emergency.
We are currently working in the community to identify and research at-risk populations to improve day-to-day communications and to be prepared to reach them in an emergency.
We want to improve our ability to communicate with at-risk populations in the community. Would someone in your organization be willing to assist us by answering some questions about your organization, the population it serves, and it's communication capabilities?
We want to improve our ability to communicate with at-risk populations in the community. Would someone in your organization be willing to assist us by answering some questions about your organization, the population it serves, and it's communication capabilities?
Sample Questions:
Sample Questions:
6. How do you communicate with or reach the population you serve?
6. How do you communicate with or reach the population you serve?
8. Would you consider your organization to be an overarching organization?
8. Would you consider your organization to be an overarching organization?
9. Does your organization have member organizations?
9. Does your organization have member organizations?
If the phone conversation goes well and the organization representative seems to fit with your goals and objectives:
If the phone conversation goes well and the organization representative seems to fit with your goals and objectives:
Meeting scheduled?
Meeting scheduled?
When and where?
When and where?
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